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Tough ~ Answers

sequent1al, unilinear development
transform the exam ·i nto a project
the faculty. Unless they are. reimposed by the field exam and
" ••. indication reasonable but not
sisted, it seems to me that Purthesis make experimentation and
total competence in the method and
How successful has Purchase been chase's ideal of a liberal arts
originality
on the part of the stu: substance of a discipline ..• that
in living up to the goals set
education will tie lost completely
dent almost impossible ... the colis more than the sum of prior
down in the original Master Plan?
and we -will then be a preparatory
lege is in danger of becoming a do- courses or future work?" This
Not very, according to the critique college for graduate school." It
main of departmental baronies conwould involve a radical change in
of the College's self-studies made ~as pointed out that the _academic
travening the spirit of liberal and the attitudes of both the faculty
by the Academic Task Force. The
programs are taking shape increasinter-disciplinary education that
and ·some of the students to a far
present curricula is experiencing
ingly around majors in traditional
pervades the founding documents and broader vision of the meaning of
grave difficulties that point out
disciplines, but that the Cluster
the last Master Plan." The degree . a higher education than at present.
the need for a reassessment of
can only change by its abolition.
of rigidity varies among the deThe Senior thesis presents awhere the College is going and how "There have been suggestions in
partments, but is especially evinother problem, and the Task Force
it is getting there.
this direction. The debate of the
dent in the Social Sciences and' the asks, "How liberal and how preOne of the major problems is
Jast few years did produce major
Natural Sciences where courses are - professional can we be?" It was
the development in all departments •. modifications in separating the
of rigid and specialized programs
first and second semester clusters. sequential and structured. The . pointed out that some boards of
study states "no one will deny the
study and individual faculty see
of study. The 1976 Master Plan
Some would go further and make the
need
for intellectual rigor, but a
the , th~sis as similar to a tradi~
states "The College of Letters and
clusters optional." The clusters
narrowly conceived pre-professional tiortal . thesis. The extent to which
Science is ~ttempting to build high for both faculty and students do
rigor is the danger all boards' of
an im10vative synthesis of past maquality programs patterned after
not appear to realize their goals.
study must guard against as it
terial is carried out seems to be
the Oxford-Cambridge tradition yet
Peter Bell, head of the Task Force
lures them into ~ecoming convena matter of the outlook of the difutilizing greater means ·and greater study of the cluster, gives one
tional departments. This committee ferent departments. Some boards
flexibility ... Uri.like many cofivenreason, " ... they fly directly in
unanimously endorses the vision of
of study are suggesting that it be
tiona! curricula, the liberal arts
the face of mounting pressures
studying "in" a major, rather than _ made optional.
program is designed to produce
for expertise and the tendency to· the "mastery" of a major. The Task
The growing separation of the
generalists." Yet the Task Force
wards departmentai majors ... The
Force suggests that the presence on Letters and Science and the Aits
report clearly shows a growing
most critical question which I
a board of study of a member from
schools is an issue that has been
believe anyone could pose regardtrend away from these objectives.
another board will help to reduce
raised numerous times in the past.
ing the Cluster program is: to
" .•. the college is becoming quite
the practice of encouraging underThe Dance self.-study says, "In the
sp~cialized and professional _in a
what extent has it shaped the definal analysis essential interrelaconventional way that belies the
velopment of the College in terms of grads to behave like graduates.
. Tied to the problem of a ''major" tionships have never really began
unique promise of our mission to
the intellectual growth of both faare the feelings of many students
·and while no single division is at
integrate the fine with the liberal culty and students." He suggests
arts, rand each of these among them- an on-going seminar for cluster fa- that they are trapped into one area 'fault, the curricula and the stuselves." The main problems are
culty to discuss this question, ad- of study as a result of the present dents }}ave felt the loss." The
structure of the field exam -and
Theatre Arts division -maintains
located in those aspects of Purding that the program needs the 1
Senior
Thesis. Any past or pretha~ "The integration of a conserchase that are its most innovative
support of all levels of ' the colsent Junior can attest to the acvatory education with rigorous infeatures.
lege in order to realize its potellectual inquiry does not seem
The report states, "As one looks tential. "Ultimately the continua- curacy of the Task Force's contention that "In its present condition to be working at the present time."
through our academic memoranda it
tion of the program in the form in
The Music ·division is the most.
becomes apparent that the college
which it was conceived will depend· the exam represents a traumatic
rite of passage that denies the
professional of all the schools
has created a structure which reupon a reassertion of the goals of
and "qualified students find the
lies on advising to oversee every
the College of Letters and Science, creative synthesis imrlicit in its
~~ic Department increasingly reand a serious committment to human- ~uncept1on, · ouL Ln!L 1fiSteaa Len~
student move." Yet the advising
to narrow students intellectually
mote." The study of the Task
system is ill-defined and. unclear
istic and critical learning."
Force offers no solution except to
to both faculty and students.
The concept of what it means to even as it disturbs their psychological equilibrium." As students
point out that "there are other
There is no adequate explanation
~'major" in a specific disC:ipline
begin to~ take courses in only one
places for merely professional stuin any of the college publications
was . carefully analyzed in the rearea ifi ·particular to prepare for
dents to go."
of what, exactly, advising means.
port. As proposed in the cataContinuing Education is having
A poll conducted ·by the Task Force
logue, the maj.or is given a degree the exam, it becomes virtually a
its own set of dilemas. "There
indicated that the faculty are con- of flexibility that does not agree "final" in the course already taken ... the examination begins tore- is concern that the program has
fused about the exact nature of
with the realities of Purchase.
semble the standard "comprehensive" become less and less an integral
the ro~e they are to play, and how
The College has moved further and
at
conventional colleges with the
part of the college, contrary to
much they are expected to know.
further down the road to a rigid,
implicit
ass~tion that certain
original intentions." The departThe report also noted that many
narrow area of study that can becourses mu5t be taken to prepare.
ment is particularly concerned afaculty members were not informed
gin as early as the freshman year.
or "cover the material." This
bout the lack of "faculty in-put."
'about the requirements and regulaThe main responsibility for this
implies an even narrower concept Qf It is greatly. needed as many fulltions outside of their own divifact must rest with the Junior
a 'liberal arts education than the
time students here take more than
sions. This is particularly dif- ' . ~ield B.~(llll_ as. it is now conceived
requirements demanded one course from the Continuing Eduficult for the incoming Freshman,
a."'ld cati:ied out, and the subsequenl: distribution
a<: other universities. The study
cation offerings in their years at
who may be unsure where hi~ intersenior thesis. 'JAs it stands the
.asks
whether it is possible to
· Purchase. In many cases, it offers
ests lie, and is assigned a member
the kind of art courses that are
of the faculty at random. The
closed to them in the regular arts
most critical times for the advischools. The question has yet to
sing system are during . the Freshbe ansWered as to what the proman year and in carrying out the
gram's objectives are in both the
requirements of a major program.
. community and in relation to the
Whi~e upperclassmen tend to receive
College as a whole •.
the attention needed, it was felt
by tne Task F0rce that too often
The Master Plan calls for a colfreshmen do not know enough to ask
lege that encourages flexibility,
for- -and do not receiv~--the gUidinnovation, and creativity. It is
mce they need. " . ... it is essen"
obvious that this concept is being
tial that we recognize the need
eroded by the stringent demands of
for thorough and individual adviindividual boards, the present nasing to achieve success in a liture of the field exam and Senior
beral arts program that has moved
thesis, the growing separation of
away from distribution requirethe two schools. It is time for
ments ... "
concrete discussions on the part of
The Cluster program is another
the faculty and students that will
area of. concern. One of the major
yield alternatives an4 solutions.
aspects of the Cluster is its proThe Task Force put it best': ''We
posed.aqility to give students a
urge the college to be her best
general introduction to a variety
self, and would remind readers
that we have indeed accomplished
.of disciYJlines. Yet according to
so
much that it is too much to give
w~e Revort of .the Coordinator. of
up. We do not suggest a liberal
Freshmen Studies, "The growing
arts cultural 'smorgasbord'. but
pressures towards specialization
the open disciplinary symposiUm we
are more difficult to meet, especidrearr£u of realizing when we all
PHOTO BY CURTICE TAYLOR More of Curtice's favorite pieces can be
ally as they reflect the sentiment
found in his review of fourth year dance student performances on paqe 7. chose to come here."
of a substantial proportion of
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Mother Jones= An

,o BY ELLEN WEIMAN
~

Registrar Paula Wilkes and Professor Joe Fashing, President and
Academic Vice President for the
' Purchase chapter of-the United
~ University Professionals union
~
(UUP) are in touch with the mem~ bers of the Mother Jones Caucus.
~ This caucus identified themselves
'
in a previous Load article as con"'
~ sisting of faculty and mem~ bers of the UUP chapter.
The formation of this group,
they explained, is to make _"the
Union a more effective and visual
force" by which the employees
of this campus can have "ef-.
fective job control" through its
mechanisms .
'tmions represent the only
serious medium for employees to
assert something more than ad~
visory power in decision making
procedures. And .one thing the
members of the Mother Jones Cau/ cus understand is that they are
all really employees." .
It is felt by the Caucus that
morale is plummeting on this campus. In terms of the employees,
this is due to the fact that "the
Administration hasn't been straightfoward in terms of jobs. · The
Administration is too willing to
sacrifice jobs, rather than looking for creative alternatives tq
the financial problems."
"-If I had to choose between
hospitals, social services, student services and t~e President's
house or thecnew road they're
building--! know which I would
choose," said President Wilkes.
"If the staff loses people and
the work and population remains
the same t--much less increases-this causes a speed-up -- the_
obligations in one's job expands, which is important to
workers .. Not that there should be
a slave class, but when you wind
up doing your Qwn typing, that
means a typist has ;Lost a job."
"For instance, those that are on
Temporary Service have nothing in
their contract to protect them, no
channels to go through. They can
, get laid off at any time."
The caucus feels that COPE, an
on-campus group representing the
NTP's, ·~ould probably be more
beneficial as a union caucus. In
fact, the President can't talk to
them seriously about matters of
employment, b~cause they're not a
union."
The basic problem, as expressed
by Wilkes, is that "people at the
top (in the State) don't go through.
channels that include us. President Kaplan can't negotiate---the
rights and responsibilities are in
the contract, and are negotiated
in Albany. We are not an island
doing our own thing, but a bigger
body. The way to negotiate is
through the unions, and people .
tend to forget that." .
The mechanism of filing grievances is a big part of the union. ·
It is a very powerful medium, because the Administration must listen to them. The reason 'it is
not taken full advantage of, Fashing explained, is that people are
scared of reprisals from those
whom grievances were filed against
when one is up for review.
This is one of the reasons that
the caucus prefers to remain anonymous, for now. It is felt that
any anti-administration or anticollege sentiment, -'~hich is not
the caucus' intent," would be interpreted as a lack of loyalty to
the college, and result in reprisals. Both agreed that, "It
doesn't matter whether there really
wo~ld be reprisals or not, if one
perceives it, ·one ~cts accordingly." Also, the caucus does not
want their articles to be read as
"so and so's opinion;" but rather
as a group voice.
Mother Jones is concerned with
the way many procedures are not
taken seriously at Purchase, es:
pecially in~he case of those up
for review. It was revealed that
one administrator said that the
source of a recommendation is given
a great deal of weight in regard
to someone receiving tenure or
~
~
~

E~planation

possibility of disproportionate
weight in recommendations, because
the vote taken j n tenure proceedings is recorded by identity, and
a full professor's recommendation
would mean more than that of an
assistant professor.
The caucus is concerned with
these kinds of issues--job security, using procedures correctly
and collectively. ''The way unions
· have been run around here have not
been in the best interest of the
faculty or NTP's. With some kind
o f collective interest, many things
can get done around here," _said
Fashing . . "In-fighting between divisions
and positions is not the answer,"
as far as Mother Jones feels'. It
is a form of "ghetto-izing," an
assumption that when· one group cuts
a piece of the pie, then the other
group will get more. The sentiment
of the caucus is that we "must get
past the petty things which has
been fostered over the years to
see that there is a collective
force " which represents all factions of employees on campus.
The Mother Jones Caucus hopes
to act as a gadfly within the
union, which has remained somewhat
inactive up till now, and ,to act
as a supportive base for other union people. In this time of job
insecurity; the sentiment of the
caucus' members i"s that, "Different union organizations must get ~
together collectively to inform
the Administration of the alternative sources of money, rather than
laying off people." "The conditions of this campus are determined by relative muscle. One has to
militate in some way in order to
become effective.''

$500 Gorky Stolen
A painting valued at about
$500 was stolen from the Neuberger
Gorky exhibit last week. The
painting, 4~-5~ in size, was
reported stolen between 4:10
and 4: 30 last Wednesday. A
student worker from the Museum
said the painting ~as a study that
is much like a Picasso. It was
an early work.
Jerry Barry, Director of
Security, said that there were
four visitors from off-campus in
the museum at the time. He
~oubted that the painting would
be recovered: "There are plenty
of people who'll buy stolen items
for their own gratification." _

to be Shown

~Atiica'

the degrading conditions of the
Attica is a highly dramatic
correctional system, the indivi.-1.
film investigation of the 1971
Attica Prison rebellion which ended dual's rage in the face of instiin massacre. The film presents the tutionalized injustice. Recolevents from both inside and outside lections of observers and ex~
cerpts of testimony at the 1972
the prison walls: Inmates milling
McKay Commiss1on hearings on
in the yard, running their own
Attica provide clear-cut evidence
democratic prison community,
of official dishonesty and abuse
conducting fruitless negotiations
of power. Again the outcome is
with correctional officials, and
staggering: the Grand Jury inholding daily press conferences to
v.oice their grievances and demands. . diets 61 prisoners arid not a single
prison official~ trooper or guar~
On the outside, the anti-riot
man must face reprisal. ~
forces .of National Guardsmen and
A disturbing-chronicle of 'bruState Troopers assemble and stand
tality and oppression, AWc.a propoised for action, the desperate
vides a first-hand look at the
efforts and pleas of official obreasons behind the .turmoil in
servers are ignored by Governor
America's prisons and leaves its
Nelson Rockefeller, and the hor~i
audience with the chilling warning
fying slaughter begins. Arrne'd
of an ex-inmate: "Wake up! Bewith shotguns, automatic rifles
cause nothing comes to a sleeper
and lethal "dum-durn" bullets, the
troopers attack. Through the smoke but a dream."
The film will be shown next
and teaF gas and down the sights of
Saturday at 3:00 pm, and Sunday
a telescopic rifle, we see the
at 7.:30 pm, in Room 0003, CCN.
assault and its results: 200
Admission is free.
wounded and 43 dead, including the
11 hostages on whose behalf the
attack was launched.
The film explores the events
and conditions that led to the rebellion as well as its aftermath,
examining prisoners' grievances,
BY JOANNE WASSERMAN'

On to Albany

PU!Lc.hMe' .6 acade..mi.c. c.al.endaJt hM onc.e aglU.n been Jtev-<Aed 6oJt the
c.oming .6c.hool yeaJt, Sep:tembeJt 76--June 77. ReMon-6 6oJt :the change aJte
due ;to c.ampU-6-w-<.de ciL6.6a:t-iA6action w-<.:th the pJte.6en:t c.al.endaJt wheJte U
Wa.6 6ound :that :theJte wa-6 not enough time 6oJt .6hoJt:t :teJtm c.la-6.6.e.6 and a
.ii.a.:theJt lengh:thy 6all long :teJtm w-<.:thou:t any bJteak.. Below -<A :the Jtev-<Aed
c.al.endaJt.
·

Fall Semester
Orientation for new students
Wednesday, September 8
through Sunday, September 12
LONG TERM
Monday,, September 13
Monday, October 4
Tuesday, November 2
Wednesday, November 24
through Sunday, November 28
Monday, Nove~ber 29
Saturday, December 11
through Sunday, January 2

.Classes begin, Long Term
No classes
No classes
Thanksgiving vacation
Classes resume
Christmas ·vacation begins after
last class

SHORT TERM
Monday, January 3
Saturday, January 29
through Sunday, February 6

Classes begin, Short Term
Intersession begins after last class

'

. Spring Semester.
LONG TERM

'

Classes begin, Long Term
Monday, February 7
Mid-term break begins after last class
Saturday, March 19
through Wednesday, March 23
Classes resume
Thursday, March 24
Intersession
Thursday, May 5
through Wednesday, May 11
SHORT TERM
Thursday, May 12
_ Wednesday, June 8
Saturday, June 11

•

Classes begin, Short Term
Short Term ends after last class
Commencement

Purchase students left today
for a raN.y in Alb'iny agai11st budget
cuts. CUNY students are also expected to attend and the turnout
could approach 7000.
Students are protesting a $100
raise in tuition and another $100
in room rent. Other demands include an end to the State's ramp~t
cuts in social services.
·
The Student Senate voted last
week to pay $500 f~r two buses
to send students ~o the demonstrations .
Adam J. Nagourney, Chairperson of the Academic Committee,
reported that the Faculty Senate
Educational Policies Committee has
voted against recommending the
_ acceptance of the pr-oposed
14-14-4 calendar . .The proposed
calendar would have eliminated
one of the tWo short terms.
Nagourney also said that STAAC -the Student-Teacher Academic Arbitraion Committee -- is going to
attempt to enlarge itself to a
College-wide committee and invite faculty members to serve as
representatives. The Committee
at present is made up of students
from the Academic' Committee, and
{; an'organ'o£ the . Student Senate.
Ten~re procedures and regulations
for the School of the Arts are
· being explored by that committee,
as well as the advising program.
In other business, Evans Haile,
•a music student, will be producing
a campus-wide version of PORGY
AND BESS.
Haile was loaned $-275
to cover royalty fees. The production will be completely produced
bx: the students.
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Student Life: A Missing Piece at Purchase
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BY ELLEN WEIMAN
Two years ago there were few
regular activities at Purchase.
Over the years Purchase has developed clubs, organizations, and
programs--as well as !ragmentation,
alienation, and loneliness within
the college .connnunity. It is these
·latter aspects which the members of
the Task Force on Student Life ·
tried to isolate and offer suggestions for resolution in their report.
The report talks about gaps-a lack of a sense of connnunity-yet, "It is paradoxical that students who suffer from a lack of
sufficient activities fail to enter
into the activities that do exist."
. This lack of cooperation is a frequent complaint heard from those
in charge of activities or organizations. Few are willing to make
a connnittment to either take charge
or participate. Even the results
oJ the Student Life questionaire
were found "ironic" by some members of the Task Force; due to
tfie fact that the responses were
not as negative as compared to
the complaints that are frequently
heard. "We asked for support ·and
cooperation from the students to
try and give us an ob91ective picture of the problems," said one
member, "but we didn't seem to get t
as much of either as we expected."
This lack of leadership seems
to be a contributing factor to the
disappointing involvement of students in activities here, which
at least in part lies in the realm
. of the Student Activities Office.
Concerning this office, and the
small membership in student organizations, one student director -of
CCS noted, "We are actually the
victims of our own myth," because,
"The philosophy of Student Activities is based on the original concept of Purchase. Students are
,
to create their own programs, stir
their own energies. They are responsible for giving life to their
ideas." But the questionaire results show that " ... students feel
the Office of Student Activities
should assume a more active lead. ership role in the actual planning
and execution of activities ... "
The suggestion: " ... Student Acti-

vities Office might well reassess
tion ... someone with the sensit1vity
its position of avoiding a leadernot only to listen but to hear;
ship position," and "The professomeone with the energy, the imagisional staff, particularly the Stu- nation and the power to respond."
dent Affairs Division and faculty
This vacuum, it is felt, is due
should encourage students in extra- to the large emphasis on adminicurricular involvement. Few facul- strative duties in the office of
ty and staff are now involved -in
the Dean of Student Affairs, as
student organizations."
stated by the Dean himself, in his
Self-Study report: " ... the days
In the area of hous~g, especiare long past when the Dean of Stually dormitory living, where architectural isolation and homogeniety dent Affairs can be a Mr. Chips
of residents are seen as major pro- known and loved by all and availblems, a suggestion for alleviating able at any hour of the day or
the ',' ... split between the academic
night. My task is basically adand non-academic aspects of student ministrative and cannot be otherwise.;'
life, symbolized and highlighted
The Task Force report ;cites
by the faculty exodus from the campus .... " is " ... the addition of more the "·~·proliferation of adminiFaculty-in ~ Resi.dence _ and involvestrative offices ... " in other areas
ment of faculty in the dormitory
of the college as well, exemplified
on a regular basis, ... assigning a
in "the recent promotion of Direcnon-resident faculty member as adtor of Housing to the position of
visor and_liaison on each corridor
Assoicate Dean of Student Affairs
would be a good start."
in Housing and Administration ...
- Such activities as Heliotrope
which requires a heavier responsiand Puce's Floating Open House and
bility in the area. of budget and
personnel."
-·
the programs set up · by the Housing
Office, ·were designed to be a way
One student Task Force member
put the problem in a nutshell,
of getting all factions of the
pointing to the lack of identificonnnuni ty .to meet on an informal
b~sis, according to Kevin Wallin.
cation with adults as a very seriThey are cited 'in the Task Force's
ous problem. "It seems that we'v~
been hiring or putting adults in
report as " ... encouraging signs of
increased connnunication and a sense a position where they don't· have
of belonging ... " To a certain exto deal with students. MOre and
tent all of this is true, the pomore the adults are turning the
tential for connnunication is there
responsibility over to the stuin these vehicles, but, as Wallin
dents, leaving few adult figures
pointed out, "The turnout of facul- to identify with--other than on
ty has been disappointing."
,
an academic basis. That's why the
Which all leads to the central
Counseling Center is filled to capacity."
-reconnnendation of the Task Force,
concluded from the identification
Instituting an office of Dean of
of " ... a vacuum existing on the
Students is "only a beginning,"
campus which we at·t ribute in large
said Helen MOglen, literature propart to the ab~ence of a person di- • fessor and member of the Task
rectly representing the student
Force, "but it is a good place to
start."
body." " ... there is no one person
or office that integrates academic
The suggestions of the. Task
and non-academic aspects and serves Force put a gread deal of the resas a bridge between faculty, stuponsibility in the hands of the fadent services and students."
culty, presupposing that the facul"The Task Force has emphatically ty wavt to get involved, and that
concluded that many of the defithey care about making Purchase a
ciencies of student life can be at- ·connnunity. Maybe >fa good place to
tributed to the fact that Purchase
start" would be to find out if the
does not have a Dean of Students ... faculty do care about the non-aca(whose responsibility it would be)
demics of Purchase before implementing any suggestions. Otherwise
to perform the advisory and advo~
cacy functions for the student
we are dealing witq a rather, large,
body and to bridge the academic
and perhaps false presupposition.
and non-academic aspects of student
In other are~s, the report ·
life ... and to improve connnunicastates that the 'college catalogue's

main flaw - •• ·.is its failure to
~
temper early optimism and plans
ffi
with clear statements about what
~
truly exists at Purchase." It
~
does not expla~n vocabularly -and
'
mechanisms peculiar to campus life. ~
"Our catalogue speaks in lofty
~
tomes but does not .define its
~
words."
~
It defines a college catalogue '
as a contract, a constant . refe~ence~
tool and a reliable policy state- ~
ment, which our catalogue is not.
Suggestions for revision in this
area are quite adament: "Stop writing the catalogue as a public relations document. Define parochial
Purchase terms., speak clearly about
the demands of various programs."
And most importantly be honest in
presenting a clear view of Purchase,
so that future students will understand what is in store.
Another area of constant contention lies with the food service,
not only for residents but commu. ters as well, with 54% of those
polled being very dissatisfied.
The first suggestion for improve- .
mentis " ... a change in the nature
of the food service contract which,
at present, allows Servomation total control of food concessions on
campus. Some heal thy competition
might force an increase in quality
and, at the very least, would provide the campus population with an
alternative eating place." Fortunately there are some alternatives already implemented, such as
the General Store· and the Food
Coop, which have become increasingly popular. The General Store,
not only for its late~night snacking, but as an aj..ternative place
to meet people on an informal basis.
The Task Force feels that "It would
be helpful if these ventures could
prepare food, and be g~ven additional working capital with which
to expand operations."
The Task Force report, tempered
with some optimistic aspects, does
- not present a very encouraging
overall view of campus life. But
it does lay a ·good foundation for
some very important questions that
should be answered before Purchase
progresses. Perhaps the most important question of all is whether
this connnunity really wants to be
a connnunity. With the answer to
this, the road becomes clear.
11

Purchase .Parithers Pounce Y-onkers EOC
half, chipping in 15 points. He
did much of his work early in the
game, scoring 9 of the Panther's
Senior Ira Lipson came from the
first 13 points, before 'fouling
bench to toss in 15 points in the
out of the game in the second
second half and spark the Purchase
half. MOore did well dropping in
Panthers to a 96-94 overtime vicoffensive rebounds for points and
tory over the Yonkers Equal Opconverting free throw opportunities.
portunity Center in Thursday
Midway through the first haif,
night's~eason finale.
the Panthers almost ' broke away
The win pushed the Panther's
twice. MOore hit on a field goal
season mark to 8-10, the winningest basketball season in Purchase's and a free throw and Earl Thomas
hit a bucket to stretch the Purshort history. "I don't mean to
chase lead to 35-40. But then
sound overly optimistic," said
Christianson hit 3 straight bucCoach Ken Korcher, visibly pleased
Kets to move EOC into the lead
by the win, "Bht things are bound
41-40. Mbore came back with two
to be even better for the team
next ·year."
field goals and Joe Robinson
scored twice on breakaway layThe game was a nip-and-tuck
ups--one pn a steal--to move the
battle throughout, _with neither
Panthers back out in front 48-47,
team ever gaining more than a 7the largest lead of the night.
point lead, and it took a bucket
The Panthers fell behind 63-67
with 2 seconds left by Purchase
· in the second half as MOore fouled
Center Tony Nicholas, to send it
' out, but Lipson got into the game
into overtime.
and tossed in two baskets to tie
Purchase Guard Clinten scor~d
the game. _.. With the rest of the
the winning basket 2 minutes into
Panthers hitting a cold-shooting
the overtime period with a driving
spell, EOC kept slightly ahead.
lay-up. Clinten got the ball on
Lipson kept them from pulling away
the right side at the top of the
with tough, ' scrappy playing. He
Rey, faked left, drove around an
picked up several rebounds and
opposing player to his right,
loose balls, and turned them into
pumped once as he flew toward the
scores. Once he picked up a loose
hoop, and dropped the ball in.
rebound on the left side of the
The EOC team was carried by
lane, dribbled to in front of the
Chris Robertson (known as Radu), a
hoop and put in a five-foot shot
leaping_guard, and Jim Christianover the opposing center who had
son, a shooting center who also
a tremendous height advantage.
worked well in traffic under the
Lipson's play set up Nicholas'
hoop. Between them they had 60
/
points.
last"-second score to send the game
into overtime. In the game for
T. Moore, a big center, carried
the home Purchase team .in the first Purchase Nicho,l as scored 5 points,
BY ANDY HUGOS
'

Joe Robinson 12,James Jackson 19,
Chip Putnam 6, Earl Thomas 8, and
Clinten 8, to add to Lipson's 15
and MOore's. 21.
'
The players who have run the
team largely on their o~as far

as scheduling and publicity is concerned, look forward to next season
and hope to get more support from
the connnunity at the games. A regular group of fans did, however,
come to .lively games this season.
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Right On, Mom!
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~

Dear Mother Jones Caucus:
I read your article on job
insecurity at Purchase. I believe it is excellent: If you
don't mirid suggestions, why .don't
you interview part-time faculty.
on the subject? In the foreign
language area, for example, we
are 5 part-time faculty and 2 full
time. The part-time people are
forever reminded of the hundreds
out there willing to take over
their jobs ~ That some of us
have had over 90% outstanding
evaluatiQns from our students does
not seem to matter in the least.
That we give tutorials and independent studies for free does not ·
matter 0ither. We are made to
live in insecurity and fear.
One can't help but wonder: What
does really matter to Purchase
authorities? Money only: How
/
predictable:: ·

This is especially distressing
in the case of student performances. A situation tn which the .
performing arts divisions are
forced to compete with each other
is coming to exist and that is
not only obnoxious and unnecessary but absolut~ly unfair to
all -involved. Who is responsible?
The Deans? Student Activities?
Perhaps there should be someone
on this campus who· can tell people
that they cannot perform ·on certain nights. and have the clout to
make it stick. The entire situation, as it now exists, is rather
childish. I thought that when
one reach~s a stage of being a
professional, be it as Dean or
Director, that one should be above such things.

Joe Fashing laid it on the line. At a Town Meeting last week, Fashing
answered the question that has been puzzling students for years: where
is, the Purchase faculty? We know they are around to teach classes, but
come 5PM, th~y seem to disappe~r.-.
Professor Fashing quite bluntly arid honestly said that he saw no reason
for .any faculty member to stay around campus and "plenty to drive them
away". Eating in the Dining Hall, which could be a major source of interaction between students and faculty, is just not worth the rather expensive price.The snack bar is not much better.There also appears to be a feeling on the part of the faculty that becoming involved with students
outside the classroom is an intrusion into student's personal lives.
Fashing also pointed out that at many other schools, there is very little
interacton between faculty and students.
'
There are a few. myths that we would like to do away with. Students would
absolutely welcome more faculty involvement outside the classroom. It
·would not be an intrusion but a much needed addition to a place that is
basically isolated from people of other age groups. We agree with Professor Fashing that meals in the Dining Hall are too expensive and call upon
the Student Senate to allocate funds for faculty dinners in the Dining
Hall as soon as possible.
·
'
Purchase is not like other schools. We don't have the luxury of a faculty
that lives ·in neighboring towns that are easy to get to and allow for a
kind of easy interaction between faculty a.nd students. We are all going
to have to try a little bit harder if there is ever to be a feeling of
community at Purchase.

am reterring to ·the recent article
in The Load concerning the new
housing on campus. For the past
three years I have avoided l~ving
in the present dorms due to the
high
cost of the required meal
Dear Webb:
plans; coupled with the fact that
due to my.job I would not be able
You are right.
to eat the meals one was forced to
Your letter was beautiful;
buy. Also, the conditions are
your scope obviously more extennot the best suited to academic
sive than mine.
endeavors as there ar~ few places
Maria Gagliardo
However, anger was ex~ctly
to work late at night, etc. Howthe emotion that I was writing ·
ever, I thought that the idea of
find
the
situation
here
from.
I
Wa~ted:
apartments on campus would be
distressing because it incorporreally good, since the meal reates the destructive elements of
To The Editor:
quirement woUld be dropped, and ~
our society--the stifling of
living would be more economical
creativity, the unnecessary comThere was announcement in last
and comfortable. All well and
petition
and
the
lack
of
comweek's edition of The Load congood, or so it seemed before the
munity responsibility. Perhaps
cerning a meeting to discuss what
bureaucrats
got a hold of the fact
activities should go on at Purchase. my energy was misdirected. But
that this might be better for some
how
can
we
change
the
outside·
At the very same time the American
students than living in the dormiunless we try to change what's
- Brass Quintet was performing in
tory, and that students would actu·
here,
so
close,
within?
Theatre D to a quarter-filled
ally
want to live in' their own
So, I agree with you, and
house, a lecture on Gorky was de· flat. -nlis could not be tolerthank
you...
'
livered in the Neuberger MUseum to
ated, so plans were set in action
what looked like a good crowd, and
Catherine Rutgers
to counteract it.
two people showed up in the Dining
The main gripe by the -Housing
Hall for a lecture on starfish . .
office is that too many students
It seems to me that the promoving out of the dorm would raise ,
gramming at Purchase comes in
the cost of the meal plan for the
spurt~ and then fizzles for days
students who would still have to
on end. The problem does not
live there, so, obviously, no more
Everybody must agree that deal- . than 60 students could move out
really lie in what is programmed
ing with a bureaucratic system is • of the dorm. Why? Because ·servo
' (though indeed more variety is
not one of the most rewarding
needed), but in irresponsible
would lose money. Let it be~
experiences of one's life. Not
scheduling on the part of a~st
membered that Servo is not an in~
only are individual complaints
· all parts of the college comtegral part of the College, and
lost amid the furious shuffling
munity. There could easily be
it is under contract to the Colof documents in triplicate, but
activities going on each and
lege, and there is no-reason that
I am conv1nced fhat .purpose and
every night, but instead these
·the operation of the Housing
any degree of common sense are .
activities are .competing for
Office should be under the control
quickly banned from the system. · I of an independent corporation who
the campus and outside audience.
threaten to raise prices if the
'students, of their own volition,
do not have to purchase their
food. Let's face it, they are
reaping profits under the present
system due to the "captive audience" of campus residents. This
tactic is used by large corporations who also have "captive audiences" such as utility and gas .:oline corporations: You want to
save money, so you buy less,- then
they lose profits and raise the
price. You end up paying more ·
for less ... you can never win.
So, the other plan is to require apartment residents to buy
a meal plan, so that on cold
winter mornings you can ;walk across the field to the dining
hall, but· most probably you
wouldn't eat at all, and there's
pure profit for Servo. This defeats the_whole idea of having
apartments, why have a _kitchen
if you can't cook?
Clearly, the presence of a ·
meal plan plus the cost of living
in the new residences adds up to
more than one would pay for a
real apartment, which does not
close on holidays, does not require that two people share a
room, and in general is more con- dusive to study. The alternative,
although nobody has mentioned it,
is to get rid of a food service
altogether, equip the dorm with
· living areas and kitchens and
possibly franchise ,out a food .
supply service selling to the students themselves. Why not? It's
more logical than letting the aBob Kahan

Thanks, Webb

One Organizer

Dorm Residents
vs. Survoette
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partffients go unused, or· the dorm
half-full, or any combination requiring that students pay more
money for the privilege of enjoying a style of living that
they should be paying less for,
all i~urder to support an independent corporation that serves
lousy food at inflated prices
(Servo).
Also, how about opening any
new housing to all students of
Purchase solely on the basis of
their academic year? Seniors
should have first priority, since
it will be the only year that they
can enjoy_the new housing, with
subsequent classes getting the
second shot at the housing. To
weight the assignment of student
apartments on campus in favor of
those who have lived in the dorms
in previous years _h as no basis,
unless it is the premise that they
have "suffered more" in years
past. I, for one, have avoided'
living on campus for the past ·
three years due to the nature of
the dorm system, but if an affordable and enjoyable new form
of housing would be opened, I
would consider moving in. The
matters ·now being considered ~·
.should be open to the opinions
of all students who attend Purchase
full-time, and not simply the
present on-campus residents, since
all students could conceivably
move to college housing, yet
they have (at present) no voice ih
the administration and direction
of this. department. So folks,
ask yourselves whether the moves
planned, by the Housing Office are
our of true economic necessity and
-« the only poss1ble course of action,
or are · simply the asinine moves of
a bureaucracy operating with a
handicap in the common sense department. Thank you.
"'
Michael P. Shear

Who was
that masked man???
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(The Load accepts contributions for page 5 ,
on any topic.
. Bring your -writing down to the
Load Office, basement of CCS)
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From a Dancer' sJ.Notebook
EDITOR'S NOTE: What follows is
a shortened version of Michael
Simon's original review of the
21-piece Student Dance Concert
last week. We have left out part
of Michael's orivinal piece so

as to . avoid repetition : Curtice
Taylor has reviewed the Senior
vance pieces . Both Michael's
and Curtice's article on page 7
should be read for a complete
review of the performance.

piece .appeared to be a put on, so
hopefully it was.
Barbara Baker has a wonderful
BY MICBAEL SI~N
piece of choreography and a theme
...._
that is Woman and Now. Women have
I wouid like to continue desbeen oppressed long enough but
cribing the Student Dance 'Recital
will not be liberated via this
.011 March 4,5, and 6.
choreography unless it is completed
Mo~o is a statement of the life
and performed well. The movements
and death cycle of the family. ,
Al1enation is portrayed by Bridget were too difficult for the caliber
of dancers. The chorus looked
Baker who Jooked like Alice in
sloppy and "pas ensemble". Soloist
Wonderland gone crazy, Ralph
Christine LaCerva looked streamFarrington was miscast· and mislined in her leaps across stage but
placed in a part that called for
dramati~ flare while his bony was
her turns were off balance,
dying to dance. Barbara Baker was whereas Drew Harris glided across
wonderful . in giving birth to
stage flawlessly. Apparently woBridget and her stature was clear~ men will never do without men as
ly the focus of the dance . . Christhe last movement in V~e..6.6e..6 intine LaCerva's choreography did
tends to indicate that they can.
not use music as the danc.e rs ·
S~ek, choreography by Lane
. hUIIIIed a haunting sound.
Gifford, was a satire ~bout the
Pa..Mirr.g Th!wugh I.&6a.ha.rr. by Sue
beach. Lane's solo was perhaps
Bernhard was anything but intera pas de deux with a towel. The
esting to watch. There was no dir- us.e of Vivaldi makes her grimaces
directi<;>n or -motivation for the
-all the more enjoyable. The
movement.
second part of the beach crew came
A Sa.i.t+te :to :the Pcio de Veux by
on in slow motion as if walking
Paul Thompson was .anti-dance and
under water. Entertainment it
anti-American. He used a total
was.
theatre genre that was unique and
Lisa Levart's I.&:thmu.t. was a suroriginal. Let's see more . of it.
p~ise.
She remained in a crossDoug Varone confronted the profire of _lights, rolling, undulablem of self-conflict in Orr. M~e
ting, and bouncing to different
Being. The struggles of self were
highs and lows. Her balance was
danced with precision and exact
always right to the edge and extiming that made this piece the
citing.
most polished of the dances.
Confusion winds, curls, and
Doug was the IDOSt promising artist
meanders in Ra.go.. Susan Tenney's
. of the evening.
dancers ·formed a pulsating paralI:t I.t. Ov~ Th~e But I:t I.& I11..6ide lelogram, a machine of bodies.
o6 Me, I wish I was over there·. .
The individual dancer was subEgyp;ian hand signals and leaping
ordinate to the multi-molecular
in a circle were the meaia of inbombardment of bodies. Tenney's
sight. There must be more inside
work was an experiment in random
of you, Sudabeh Keshmirian.
collisions and whirling focus .
I am sure glad for the program
Though my criticism is not of
note in The Err.dte.-6.6 V~e.a.m by Raythe most positive nature, I
mond Lum. This phallic .phantasthoroughly enjoyed the concert.
magoria was a purging melodrama
I haue seen each dance at least
(of laughter). Walking on stage
twice and each time I noticed
"_ and supporting a candle Kevin was
improvement. I hope my criticism
·tempted by women in veils and
is taken a~ a sincere view of a
Rhonda M:Jore in a ~lack cape. He
person who appre~iates dance.
loses his candle to Rhonda. The
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BY KATIII BERKE

c:

m.

Here it is, another Friday or

~ -- Saturday night, and the Rathes-

~

kellar looks about as inviting as
any dive off the main drag in Long
~ Island City. You're hungry, you
g. want to be visually stimulated. Or
~
any sensory massage will do, thank
, you. Well, you're not hopeless
~
or helpless. There are things
~ that can be done, entailing a rnini0\
mal amount of effort and expenditure. And lets face it, growing
limbs need a ·place to stretch.
Confjning oneself to a tiny radius
stretching from CCS to one's bed
is not only depressing, its hann~.
ful, possibly carcinogenic.
·
There ' is a Student/Faculty
Discount card, distributed by Rugoff Theatres through the Student
Activities' office which enables
any I .D. -carrying student to view
a great city flick for fifty per
cent of the Box Office price.
This is a lovely deal, especially
when you consider you get .to see a
lavish $3.50 movie (maybe with
great sound): for only $1. 75, plus
all the fringe beneftts of visiting
the Big A. I cannot emphasize enough, it is absolutely necessary
to leave this campus and its
quaint millionaire neighboring
regions for a periodic taste of
the evil city. It should be as
much a part of one's health regime
as seeing the dentist twice a year
(I do hope you're not neglecting
that, either). Unfortunately,
you. cannot use the card on Saturday n~ght after 5 pro but it's perfectly valid all other times.
I know what you're thinking. ·
You're thinking, well, it's all
right for her to throw the city a-t
us. She's probably got a car or
something. You're right, but
that's besides the point. It
costs a ridiculous $2.05 one way '
from White Plains to Grand Central
Station, but think of it this way.
How much money do you waste on
·
candy and food just because you're ·
bored? Take a tip from me: set
aside an old tampon box and put
your spare change in it and all
the money you jilst know you're
go:ing to squander away because
it's unavoidable. Corne on, you're
young, treat yourself. Then at
~

summer for the Democratic convention.
BU6ting: Friday, the 19th, on
Channel 2 at 9:30 prn. It's a
pretty funny movie with the endearing combo of Elliot Gould and
Robert Blake as vice squad· cops.
Kind of a poor man's' FJtenc.h Con-.
nec.tion.
There are obscure but gleaming
gems tucked away that should be
viewed if only in fear of their obsolescence (a la Pet~ Pan with
Mary Martin, which one day quietly
disintegrated):
TUESDAY, MARCH 16:
ll: 30 prn (9) The 1n6oJtm~ (1935)
Victor McLaglen won an academy award for his performance as a man
turned revolutionary. John Ford
directed with his heart in it.
11:45 prn (2) B~e the Blob
(1972) a sequel to the 1958 horror ·
,melodrama which made Steve
McQueen's career. ·What I want to
,know is, how did the Blob get out
·of the Artie circle?
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17
Noon to 5 prn (ll), the annual St.
Patrick's Day Parade. Jack
McCarthy provides running commentary. Hugh Carey marshals everyone
(all his relatives) down Fifth \
Avenue.
8:00 prn (11) The Quiet Man
(1952) Another great John Ford
work, wh1ch is a wonderful Gaelic
._l:haracter study. Hoch and Stout
were the cinematographers. It was
of course filmed in Ireland.
11:00 prn (13) The BJtowning- V~
~ion (1951) Terence Rattigan's portrait of an embittered, disliked
schoolmaster, brilliantly played
by Michael Redgrave.
11:30 prn (2) The Round~ (1965)
Glenn Ford and Henry Fonda age together gracefully in the modern
West.
·
TIIURSDAY, MARCH 18
8:00 prn (9) Und~ the Yum Vum
TJtee (1963) If you ever wondered
what happened to sexually cutesy
movies, watch this one with a
vengeance. Jack Lemmon is clevilish as the playboy Lothario of the
condominium crowd. Carol Lynley
is a yummy mouthful. Dean Jo~es
is living-in as Lynley's roomie
as 'part of a "sociological experirnent."

_11:30 prn (2) Chandl~ (1971)
Pr1vate eye melodrama provides a
throwback to the detective films
of the 1940's. Warren Oates ca ~
rouses.
11:30 prn (9) The Eaoy Way (1952)
Heartwarming true story about a
couple (Cary Grant and Betsy Drake,
who were actually married at the
time) who open their horne to deprived children.
FRIDAY, MARCH 19
10:20 prn (13) Good Old Vay~ o6
Radio. This is a tribute to radio's
first SO years. Steve Allen, aided
by a host of radio personalities, 1
uses audio recordings and film
clips to trace the medium's growth
from Marconi's first wireless transmissions in the ·late 1890's to the
advent of national TV in the late
1940's. Among those appearing in
person are Jim Jordan (Fibber McGee), Edgar Bergen and Charlie
McCarthy, Helen O'Connell, and
others. Learn about a pastime
which captivated millions in the
not so by gone past.
ll: 30 prn (2) U.ve a Utte.e, Love
a Utte.e (1968) Blvis Presley is
a free-lante photographer' pursued
by an eccentric young woman. How
can you go wrong?
ll:30 prn (5) Taok. FoJtc.e (1949)
Interesting story of the men who
played an important part in the
development of o~r Navy's aircraft power, from the 1920's to
World War II. Gary Cooper is
wonderful to watch, he inspires somuch trust.
11:30 prn (9) Eac.h Vawn 1 Vie
(1939) -Exciting jail-break yarn
about a framed reporter (James
Cagney) who develops into a hardened criminal. If you still don't
know what a magnetic actor Cagney
is, tune in. The liberal ideological line is quite touchingly
old fashioned, propagating the
"myth" that prison doesn't rehabilitate, it merely exacerbates the problem.
11:30 prn (13) Blac.k. 0JtpheU6
(French, 1959) A fascinating modern interpretation of the OrpheusEurydice legend, set in Rio de
Janeiro at carnival time. Well ,
directed by Marcel Camus; vividly
acted by a nonprofessional cast,
and the. photography i's breathtakingly Unbelievable, filmed in
Brazil.
·
This is just the tip of the
iceberg. Television is the money
medium, and it depends on viewer
statistics. Consequently, it's
funnelled a good deal of money into
specials fervently hoping for fat
time filled by sponsors sweating
to give their money away. For
Culture Vultures:
1'Vednesday a special called
MU6ic. in Ameltic.a, Channel 13,
9 prn which brings together 75
year old Aaron Copland and 66
year old Benny Goodman. Benny does
some dazzling things with Copland's "Concerto for Clarinet and
Orchestra". Aaron Copland is a
great American composer who never
seems to get the adulatioh he deserves. I saw him conduct his
"El Salon Mexico" this summer past
·with. a group of prodigally minded
high school-aged students and he
caused quite a welcome furor.
Thursday, Moon 6oJt the M~be- .
go~en, Channel 13, 9 prn.
This
haunting O'Neillian drama should .
be seen if only for _the engrossing
performances of the two leads,
Jason Robards and Colleen Dewhurst.
They do the justice to O'Neill's
life that O'Neill spent ·rnost of his
time trying to do for himself.
Just remember, his brother died an
alcoholic, and he was one for many
years.
There is no reason why people
should suffer in boredom (especially vocally) in a world fi.lled
with so many things of which to
partaKe. If anyone out in the
vast unwashed mass of Load readers
has ~ suggestion as to what else
one can do with one's leisure time,
such as the name and address of a
groovy pub, or if someone wants me
to investigate possibilities in
any area for publication, please
PHILADELPHIA STORY,starring Katherine Hepburn, will play tonight at 7:30 send in data. I'll go to work.

least when you're married witfi real
problems you can look back on
·
these days _and say, I saw Wertmuller THEN, before.
Do you still harbor misconceptions about the most influential
communication tool since the invention of language? -no you call
TV the "boob tube" and associate
it .with reruns of Gomer Pyle and
Mr. Whipple? Well, you're just
narrow minded, and you're missing
out on exposure to a whole world
around you.
' For. instance, La StJtado. is on
Tuesday, the luth, on Channel 13
at 10:45 prn. Made in 1954, this
early Fellini is one that can't be
missed, i f only to watch Richard
Basehart in a role other than
20,000 Leagu~ Und~ The Sea.
After all, he was an original Fellini discovery. Anthony Quinn
plays an unforgettable carnival
man with a sidekick acted by the
incomparable Guilietta Masina. See
- it. · Then, when Fellini 's next film
Caoanova with Donald Sutherland
finally opens after its 'd isastrous
embryology, you can view it wi'th
the enlightening attitude that
you're witnessing the evolution
of an artist.
Public Broadcasting System,
corrnnonly known a·s Channel 13, is
still a great place to park your
carcass. Forget about boring lecturers, it stacks some of the
greatest entertainment to grace
any screen. Pick up on the Adam.!i
ChJtonide, a bicentennial cycle of
drama centering around that great ·
early American famiiy, with particular emphasis on Jane Adams in
this year of the woman.
Ttiere are mines of hidden richness riddled throughout this next
week on the video demon I'll be
magnaminous and throw in a free. lance schedule:
As far as major movies are concerned, those shown at the heart
of prime ~ime on the networks • . .
The Candidate: Thursday, the
18th, on Channel 4 at 9 prn. Robert
Redford has the charisma people
once felt for the Kennedy's as ari
idealistic lawyer made into a
crooked politic~an by party imagemakers. You can think about it
when you're selling buttons this

r
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Movies -Tuesday and Friday
TONIGHT, MARCH 16: Philadelphia StoJty (1940) is a
high soci ety comedy with Katherine
Hepburn about to marry a heel,
though unknowingly ~till in love
with ex-husband Cary Grant who arrives on the scene the '·day of the
wedding. It is one of Director's
George Cukor's finest .'
Mi!tade o6 MoJtgan'~ CJteek. (1944)
is a wartime satire ·about a poor
girl who gets drunk, married, and
knocked-up one riight. She doesn't
remember anything the next morning
and has to find a husband. She ·
doesn't find one, but she does find
notoriety and becomes a national
hero. Cast: Betty Hutton, Eddie
Bracken, William Demarest . . Director: Preston Sturges.
FRIDAY, MARCH 19:
A Bigg~ Splaoh (Britain, 1974)
Director: Jack Hazan. This documentary on David Hockney was the
sweeper of The New York Film Festival last year. It is perhaps the
best film on a living artist's
life ever made, and the most visu- ·
ally exciting movie in many years.
Entertaining and fascinating.
The S~vant (Britain, 1965)
Director: Joseph Losey. · This
film stars James Fox as a man servant who enters Dirk Bogarde's
life and takes it over.
SATURDAY, MARCH 20:
.
- Yank.ee Voodle Vandy (1942)
Director: Michael Curtiz. James
Cagney sings and dances in the role
of George M. Cohen. One of his
best.
VJt. StJtangelove (1964) _0ne of
Stanley Kubrick's finest satires
starring Peter Sellers, George C.
Scott, Ava Gardner.
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Senior Dance /Pieces-. 4 Years ·Reviewed
Before the-about-to-graduate
seniors· arrived here four years
ago Purchase could have been ·mistaken for a sleepy small liberal
arts college, a condition forever
reversed by our fine arts students.
The j dancers became the most visible
group on campus which caused no
end to conflicts. Movement had at
last come to the campus and many
of· us will never be the same. Our
dancers even more than our actors
have helped define Purchase, they
·have added the much needed color
to the brown bricks. Within a few
weeks of their arrival folks like
myself began taking technique
classes and car-pooling into the
city to see Martha Graham, Louis
Falco, and Jose Limon concerts. '
We, the e~rth-bound-head-folks, began to move, began to put our
minds back with our bodies, a wedding all too rare in Western culture.
So that's why I write this review as much to give thanks as _to
· criticize those choreographers who
will be leaving us this year: This
concert proved, despite all the
bitching, all the cut-backs and
cut-ups, that something is indeed
happening here. The dancers· of
four years ago were almost unrecognizable last weekend; they~ave a
collective poise, grace and
strength that has come after four
very long years of work.

~There
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of the types of dances undertaken
by . our students.
•
The next group category was of ~
a slightly more contemporary vain.- ~
While I have seen Grazia Della•
Terza dance in 'works authored by
~
the likes of Martha Graham, I had ~
never until this weekend seen her ~
dance her own work. Her dance was -~
awash in near blinding lights and
....
the sets consisted of large kite
\C
like structures designed by John
"'
Kessler. Both of these elements
"'
gave the piece a surrealistic air.
The first ·segment was an over-long
pas de deux ably danced by Sue
Bernhard and Donald Shuman. The
conflicts and passions that flowed
The group pieces seemed to fall
between the dancers were estabSuzanne Brookoff's work F!iozen
into two catagoties those with a
-lished early in their parts' but"
WaJr.ning~ was as poetic and dramaclassical bent and those more in
·were never properly defined. For
tic as the choreographer herself.
realm of the more contemporary of
the amount of time they spent on
Her dance phrases seemed to rhyme
dances. It is hard to figure just
stage, we learned pitifully little
and repeat as if lifted from ·some
where Kathleen Sumler's dance, Inabout them. · The dance. dramatically
possessed poem. Her movements
6luenc.ial, belongs, because it was
were ' greatly enhanced by the
changed with the entrance of the
such a disjointed piece. Perhaps
choreographer herself. Her dancing
chanted ravings of Niko, of the
is so well defined and flawless
Velvet Underground, who provided a a variation on the title, maybe
"Influenced", might better explain that I was soon drawn away from
slightly sinister partner in this
it. The dance seemed to be at
the choreography and concentrated
icy dance. Certainly this is Ms.
odds with the music which boomed
solely on her performer art. B!ioBrookoff's finest work to date and
too loud over dancers and audience. k.en Alic.hu WheJte Thne Su6 6~ was
one of her finest performances.
All I can remember about the piece one of the few pieces I had not
It is a hard piece to get near,
a week after viewing it, were the
but then anything entitled Fliozen
seen before and proved to be one
few dramatic poses struck by the
' that would have taken on more depth
WaJr.ning~ does not exactly invite
dancers and the costumes which
with a second viewing. While t~
intimacy.
'
gave the piece an aire kitchness,
·piece had problems in definition_
Susan Emery's solo was not as
doubtlessly intended by either deits execution left me very satissuccessful. Her dance· was far too
signer or choreographer. Nadine
short, her lighting far too dark,
fied.
Vanko moved gracefully and perand her statement cut short before
We once again return to Bach in
formed all her IDQVements well, as
its definition. This is a shame
Susan Lewis' very witty dance Matsince she is the best female dancer did Barbara Derecktor, Christine
hom¢. The choreographer chose her
George, and Francine Piggott. Beth dancers well for they all have
at Purchase. She could have given
herself and the audience mor~ time. Braiman has a long way to go.
very individual traits and
The next piece based around the strengths all of which were used
She was, as ·usual, ~recise, always
smooth and always disarming. While danceable music of Antonio Vivaldi
to their best advantage. These
Marc Marder's music seemed haunting was Ilana Snyder's T!iio Vivaldi.
three baggy women were clothed in
and right for the piece, it did not I suppose baroque music has become what appeared to be long underwear,
so
irresistable
to
contemporary
shout loud enough to be heard over
rolled and played to Bach's most
choreographers be~ause it moves so
the powerful aura emitted by this
frantic notes and all the whil~ · re
quickly from computer-like swiftextraordinary dancer.
mained in character: Sara Rubin,
ness
to
movements
of
moody
romanMeralee Guhl's piece, like
the ham, Suzanne Brookoff, Cat
ticism, which gives the chorea- ·
Susan's, was danced on a diagonal
Woman' and Martha Glenn, the jaded
grapher
the
perfect
sort
of
balance
constantly moving back and forth
playmate. The piece greatly
for a dance piece. Unfortunately,
on that line. Her dance, however,
brightened up the overly serious
the music all to often drowns out
~~ and S:tneam6, held little of
the dance which- is ju5t what hapthe fascination generated by Ms.
Emery's. The dance seemed entirely pened to T!iio Vivaldi. The piece
appeared scattered with individual
wrong for the stage as if she and
~while
phrases of beauty springing out
her' flautist rfriend Mark Reitman
of an equal number of confused
had first worked this out in sponstatements. Sue Bernard stood out
taneous solitude. While the dance
among the three dancers and gav~
might have worked in such an intius a fine agile performance.
mate situation, it was lost under
A much more successful baroque
all those flood lights.
piece was choreographed by Diane
I find it especially difficult
Chavan and was entitled Bac.h
not to love Phil Grosser's wonderSon.ctta.. Unlike ·Ms. Sr.}lder's Vivalful solo dance Mood I ncugo. I
di which had many elements of more
love Fats Waller, he provided the
contemporary
modern dance, Ms.
music. ' I love Duke Ellington, he
Chavan's piece took on classical
supplied the title; I love Twyla
forms that reach.back to ballet.
Tharp, she provided the inspiraEverything about the dance, from
tion; and I am rather fond of the
the costumes, lighting and story
Mr. Grosser . Ms. Tharp can be
line, spelled classic. The rompgiven credit for Phil's liberation
ing flirtatious women out for affor -it was she this ·past summer
ternoon
games w1th their favorite
~ho pulled off the layers that
beaus was something new for a Purhaye _been holding him back these
There are some who might dischase student concert. It proved
past few years. However, it was
agree and state that Susan Dibble's
to be rather disarming. The cast
certainly not just her at work
Sextet FoMnna was humorous and performed this most complex work
here. It was much more the magic
that it was not even dance. I
with great skill. Donald Schuman
of the choreographer himself. His
feel that it was both profound and
as
the
young
man
befuddled
by
two
wit, his concept of movement, and
serious
and dance of the purest
and sometimes thFee admirees was
his wonderful gift for self-parody
form. Granted I let out a giggle
the very picture of strength and
-were all very evident and served
·the first time I saw all those
innocence.~ Donald's stage presence
to give the piece its life. I
graceful people moving like apes,
and dancing have improved to a
fear many saw this dance only as
·but that is just the most superpoint
where
one
can
no
longer
pica kind of camp put-on, a vantage
ficial element of the dance. It
ture the shy boy in the back row
point that does Phil a great dishas always disturbed me that apes
of a few years ago. · Doug Varone
service. It was certainly one of
are more often laughed at as subalso gave quite a good impression,
the most complex works on the prohuman, than embraced -for their prione that might have improved even
gram with levels that are only remal humanness. Susan Dibble, who
more
had
he
been
given
more
time
·
vealed after several viewings.
now be dubbed the Jane" Goodto work with the piece. The three shall
Such a popular solo like Phil's
all of the dance world, has turned
women,
Susan
Lewis,
Sara
Rubin
and
is hard to follow, yet Francine
such attitudes around. The work
Denise Ryes, flirted and cavorted
Piggott did just that with her
is about the tenuous balance be. with expert skill, all without ·
stunningly dramatic dance. ,Ms.
tween such forces as innocence and
step.
Their
acting
was
dropping
a
Piggott is not only an able dancer
fear, loving and violence, and inas gooa as their dancing. My only
but a blues singer and a fine acdividuals and groups. Those apereservation about the work really
tress. So when it came time for
like creatures so at the whim of
has nothing to do with its obvious~ their spontaneous senses; scared
her to do a solo, she did just the
right thing: she gathered all her · ly talented choreographer Ms.
than relaxed, playful than panicked-, are us at our most pr:imal
strengths into one powerful vehicle Chavan, but the fact that the work
was chosen by the Purchase Dance
for her message and her movements,
level. She gave us this view withfaculty as representative of stuout exploiting her subjects, the
and emerged with the title The
FoJUnative~ Ye.aM. That message came! dent choreography and duly entered
apes, nor at the expense of dance :
from her soul 'and lost nothing in · in a competition. .While the new
movement. The group composed of
Dean is well steeped in 'classical
the translation. After four years
Purchase's finest dancers· included
training his students are not, and
of the most orthodox in modern
Ralph Farrington, Susan Emery, Phil
it is wrong that a false impression Grosser, Grazia Della-Terza, Glenn
danoe, Ms •. Piggott. brought herself
be given to the artistic community. Ferrugiari, and Alan Good. They
and us back to roots so basic, no
.!=ertainly either Susan Dibble '.s
amount of intellectualizing or
performed as a perfectly cohe~
.<;extet Forranna, or Bar:;era 5~~er' s
technique could obliterate. Thank
sive unit. It was the best and
'VILeMef> is much mbre representative most unique dance of the program.
you, Francine.

BY CURTICE TAYLOR
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"Movement had at last come

to the campus and many of us
will never be the same.'

seemed to be

a great deal of new

the new Dean

air in this concert ... '

is well steeped in

First a worci or fifty about the
concert in genera} and with .a program of 21 pieces, gen~ is all I
can be. There seemed to be a great
deal of new air in this concert as
if the students had begun to look
beyond the world of modern dance
as la,id down by Graham, Limon and
Cunningham. It was obviolis that
the dancers have been watching the
- works of the children of those
great .p eople like Kazako Hirabayashi, Jennifer Muller, Twyla TharP,...
and others. There was also not
only a turn away from traditional
dance form but a turn to other
traditions in our cultural heritage. While Paul Thompson might
have wrapped himself in old glory,
with A Salute :to the PM de Veux in
:the YeaJr. o 6 oUIZ. Bic.en:te:nnial, etc.. ,
he could not claim Americana as
his own. Dance after dance went
back to our roots. From the music
of black artists like Fats Waller
and Bessie Smith, to costume worn
by Midwestern farm women and ' even
the two piece bathing suits, the
choreographers went beyond dance.
This change helped end much of .the
isolation audiences used to feel
at such concerts when Fraudian
drama, after mythical trauma, used
to leave us baffled and low. This
is not to say the pieces were glib.
Certainly one could not say tha~
Francine Piggott's ,solo The Fo~
tiv1e Ye.aJt.6, or Chris.:t_ine LaCerva' s
Mo!io were not serious~. but they
touched us all the mor e because we
felt a deep affinity and identification with them. That is about
as general as one c~ get. I have
chosen to limit the individual
reviews to those pieces choreographed by seniors who will not be
here to kick around anymore come
graduation. I have opted to do
some jus~ice to the few rather
than a disservice to the many.

classical,training,

his students are not ... '
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GHOST PHOTOS:
A REMINDER
.
Wed., March 17 is the last
day for submitting . photos
to the all-photography issue
of GREAT CAESAR'S GHOST! See
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Nassau Community College is accepting applications now for a six
credit stint in Israel, which
will run from June 6 to Aug.
9. The program will feature five
weeks of work and study on a
kibbutz and some touring. The fee
for the trip is $993,including
tuition, round-trip, flight, room
board,tours, seminars, medical in- The Night Kitchen Coffee House in
surance anq a stop-over in Lon.Lake Peekskill will present Bob
don. For further information write . Zents, a singer musician song
Economics Dept. o~ Soci- writer who plays 6 and 12 string
to the
ology Dept., : Nassau Community
guitar, banjo auto harp •t his
College, Garden City, N.Y. ,1.1530,
coming Firiday . Sonia 'Malkine
or call 516-Pl2-0600.
who plays folk music and orignal
material will be there Saturday
night and on Sunday a film and
dis.c ussion "Our Bodies-Our Selves"
will take place with a discussion
and a self help clinic. Since they
"Ruach'!, the Jewish student organ·
ization will present a " Festival of dicL'1 't send us the time for an ·
the Jewish Arts" during the week of these events' you can .call them
March 21. Oscar Shumsky will conduct for that information plus direc·
the Orchestra and immediately foll- tions at 528-9704.
owing, Norman Swerling will perform
a one-man show entitled "Life in the
Shetl "on Sunday at 7: 30 in the
Hwnanities Auditorium. On M:mday
a lecture of Israeli Art will be
given by Yaacov Adlev at 8PM in the
Staf!f lounge of the Library.On Wed. The -American Collegiate Press AnThe Jewish Dance Ensemble will per- thology is sponsoring a National
form in a program entitled " Jewish College Poetry Contest. The deadExpression Through Dance'.'. The prog- line is 'March 31 and contest rules
ram includes audience participation include original and unpublished
and will begin at 8PM in Dance Stu- works, typed and doublespaced, with
dio B at the gym.Admission_is free. your and address and the name of
the college in the upper left hand
corner. There are no restrictions
on form or theme .and the length of
the poem must be between three and
sixteen lines. You can submit as
many poems as you like. There is
an initial one dollar registration
fee. for the first entry and- a fee
of fifty cents for each additional
poem. It is requested th~t each'
budding poet only submit five
poen~. Send to INTERNATIQNAL
PUBLICATIONS, 4747 Fountain
Avenue, Los Angeles, Calif.
90029. ·
.
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There will be an Erhard Seminar
fraining Guest Seminar next Monday at 7.:30 in F-Academic
lounge.

Ui§~llli
Personal--Judy Verdino--Come home
to Malverne. Aunt Rose want~ to see
you. ·
Juicy Susy: Wully Bully is still
waiting in the Rat.

THE HARDER THEY COME will be
·playing at Purchase for free
next Monday at lOAM. The film
will be $hown in Humanities
1065. Contact Nancy Foner
at 5126 for additional info.
Employment
Opportunities

There will be an employment .
interviewing session,designed to
assist students in becoming more
familiar with the process of good
interviewing techniques-on Thurs.
at 7PM in the Dining HalT Reading
Room.

~

Theatre Arts Production o·f "Three
Sisters" needs s i1 ver samover
(Russian teapot) with all the tr.immings. WilJ accept reasonable
facsilmile. Contact Debi-5397.

a cpa

~~tjB~

The Vocal Ensemble,part of the
MUsic Division's continuing
Student Recitals will perform
Friday in CCN, room 1023 at
12:30 PM.
Daniei Schwartzman will play
the French Horn for his Senior
Recital program this. Friday at
8PM in CCN, room 1023. The program includes Mozart Horn Quintet,
Strauss Horn Concerto, Beethoven
Horn Sonata and the Schwartzman
wind Quartet.

BO?'\~
Wanted: One gossip Columnist for The
Load. Just think of the possibilities.
Come see us in the Load office.

Anyone interested in forming a Boxing Club should come to a meeting
tonight at 7:30 on the gym stair
c~se.
at 7:30. Contact Tom
Tumbavello at 5819 if you cant
make it.
·

The Load would like to continue
publishing a poem a week. ~o
please submit your work to
the Load office, basement of CCS.
rr nobody .is in the office please
leave it outside in the envelope.

LEARNING A LANGUAGE

~'

Arlo Guthrie will play a benefit
concert for Fred Harris at Rockland Community College, the Field
House, Friday, March 19 at 8pm.
Tickets are $4 in advance and $5
at the door. · Tickets are available at Elephant's Trunk, Mt. Kis
Kisco, {111 Main St.), The Red
Rail lim in Nanuet, and Trap Rock
Suite in Scarsdale. For further
information call John Franfort
(617) 266-0790.
Dear Steve, Adam, Ellen, Susie,
Fred, Uncle REimus »xi David and
Ben, Penny, 'Matt,
. Andy: PI?r~lf
THANK YOU---love, Jwp

:-o

Pushing up.
Head cracks the .earth.
The dosages of 1ight are_clean and small, _
fistfuls of knowing.
I am white and bare and running on beaches.
Words love me, pinch my cheek,
ring my brain.
This stage has mystery but
the 1-10r'ds do not wash over me.
I

For natives, the language pours out • .rtich batter,
and is not itself a source of fascihation.
It goes to the store to speak of ripe fruits.
A~the sunrise it is tied to incantation.
,
I am feeling very short
as though watching _giants handle apples.
I have time to string one word on a line.
In my life such simplicity
is lovely.
•,

Gloria Koster. Beginners Spani~h 2.

